Hi, this video is an overview of what Frac Sand is and the various health and environmental concerns around it.

What is Frac Sand?  Frac Sand is used for Fracking, or hydraulic fracturing, where high pressure water is forced into oil and gas-bearing rocks to create fissures through which these fossil fuels can be captured.

But these fissures have to be held open after the water pressure is removed.  The ideal material is tightly tightly packed sand grains. especially rounded grains of sand, such as the well- weathered, old sand, of an ancient beach.

When packed together these rounded grains are incompressible, holding the fracked rocks open.  At the same time, they are round, and gas and oil can pass through the spaces between the grains. 

(show microscope of sand)

To conduct fracking operations, oil and gas companies need huge amounts of weathered old sand.  And the best place to find it is in a series of 500 million year-old beaches burried across the mid-west.  

these are the prarie du chien, Jordan, and St. Peter sandstones 

(show cambrian ordivichian aquifer)

These beaches were put down in the cambrian and ordivichian eras, and now form a thick layer of sandstone bedrock.  This bedrock stretches in an arc from under the great lakes up into the upper Mississippi and its headwaters.  These pourous rocks create a massive aquifer, the cambrian ordivician aquifer system, that sustains one of the world's richest agricultural belts. 

cambrian ordivichian aquifer.

shot of open pit mine in a farm field.

Industries are now opening large open-pit bedrock mines at a rapid pace, in the places where the sandstone is closest to the surface.  This is primarily in the Mississippi river valley and its tributaries, where the rivers have cut down to the sandstone.

Show map

show open pit mine.

There are now 140 mines, processing facilities, and railroad load-outs in Wisconsin, most built in the past 3 years.  Wisconsin's sand mining business is booming becuase the state situated near the transport infrastructure needed to move gigatons of sand. Rail lines leading east and west to the gas fields of the Dakotas and Pennsylvania, and the Mississippi River heads south to the Gulf of Mexico.

http://wisconsinwatch.org/2013/10/october-update-wisconsins-frac-sand-industry-map/
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But Besides being big ugly holes in the ground, what is the problem with Frac Sand mines? What problems are there?


I would contend that the biggest issue is that we don't know how serious the potential issues are, and monitoring of environmental and health impacts has been implemented as an afterthought to the rapid expansion of industry, rather than a rigorous and mandatory part of doing business.  

I don't know how serious any of these potential problems actually is.  I don't think anyone else does either.  but with dozens of square miles of open pit mines, it seems like figuring them out is a prudent thing to do, especially when the The Wisconsin DNR has sent noncompliance letters to 80-90% of mines they have visited.


The first problem is scale and intensity.  Small, traditional aggregate mines-- Sand and gravel pits-- are over.  They're usually small and near the ultimate destination of the aggragate, be it a road way or a home or a glass factory.  
 
But Frac Sand mining is of a different intensity.  We're talking about removing square miles of bedrock in a period of a few years. That aggregate gets washed, screened to the right size, transported by truck, transfered between containers, transported more, then injected into a well.  There are potential health and environmental issues at each of these stages.

Digging into the bedrock may change groundwater flow for surrounding farms.  Also, the sand must be washed and sorted. This takes a TONES OF WATER ton of water that is pumped out of the ground, straining the aquifer.  
A closed-loop (water recycling) industrial frac sand facility operating will require well capacity ranging from 700 to1380 gallons per minute, and an open loop system will require 2000-3700gpm.

Then, to settle the fine particles out of the wash water so it can be reused, chemical floculants such as polyacrylamide are added.  We don't know whether these chemicals end up. We also don't know whether, where, or and how often they degrade into carcinogens such as acrylamide.

After washing, the frac sand is transported off-site, usually by truck to a transfer facility.  This damages roads and these heavy trucks can lead to dangerous road conditions. They also burn a lot of diesel fuel, and diesel particulates are also can cause cancer, asthma, and othe respiratory issues.

back on the mining site the unwanted aggregate washed out of the frac sand, a mixture of the smallest of the fines and the larger course particles, is left in piles until reclamation burries it again .  This can lead to airborne bits of sand, tiny bits of mostly quartz referred to as silica dust.  The trucks, transfer facilities, and drilling wells can also potentially release respirable silica dust.

What is so bad about sand? Silica isn't particularly dangerous in natural conditions, and it is one of the most common materials on earth.  its not a threat to your health to visit a beach.  but when processed industrially under intense pressure such as sand-blasting and grinding, it produces small, sharp particles less than 10um SIZE.
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These can get lodged deep in the lungs and carried into the bloodstream.  At that point, silica becomes an accute respiratory problem. 
respirable silica is a carcinogen, and it can exacerbate existing respiratory conditions and also lead to silicosis, a condition similar to emphasyma.  Its dangers are well-known and it is one of the earliest air pollutants to be regulated, with a history of industrial silica control going back a century. 

Outdoor air monitoring of silica is tough.  I'll cover that in a follow up to this video, but many of the current tools are expensive, and we do not yet have a full picture of where and how much respirable silica is coming off of mining sites, transfer facilities, and trains.  This is something that we at public lab and researchers elsewhere are working on.  This sort of outdoor dust caused by industry is called "fugitive dust."


Most dust that is studied is called occupational hazard dust.  Around fracking sites is a serious health threat.  OSHA, the Occupational Safety Health Administration, and NIOSH, the National Institute for Occupationsl Safety and Health, have demonstrated that extremely high levels of respirable silica are found at and around injection wells. 

Whether you are interested in the land use and planning problems posed by large mines and heavy truck loads, the groundwater changes driven by intensive mining, the danger of fugitive silica dust, or the occupational health of workers at mining and fracking sites, we'd like to hear from you and welcome your collaboration.  
If you're intersted in dust, please watch my follow-up video to this one, I will talk more about dust particles and how we detect them. 

Thanks to all the people who have helped us understand the many dimensions of this issue...




